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Abstract—Mechanoelectric feedback has been described
isolated cells and intact ventricular myocardium, but the m
chanical stimulus that governs mechanosensitive channel a
ity in intact tissue is unknown. To study the interaction
myocardial mechanics and electrophysiology in multiple
mensions, we used a finite element model of the rabbit v
tricles to simulate electrical propagation through passiv
loaded myocardium. Electrical propagation was simulated us
the collocation-Galerkin finite element method. A stretc
dependent current was added in parallel to the ionic current
the Beeler–Reuter ventricular action potential model. We
vestigated different mechanical coupling parameters to simu
stretch-dependent conductance modulated by either fiber st
cross-fiber strain, or a combination of the two. In response
pressure loading, the conductance model governed by fi
strain alone reproduced the epicardial decrease in action po
tial amplitude as observed in experimental preparations of
passively loaded rabbit heart. The model governed by o
cross-fiber strain reproduced the transmural gradient in ac
potential amplitude as observed in working canine heart exp
ments, but failed to predict a sufficient decrease in amplitud
the epicardium. Only the model governed by both fiber a
cross-fiber strain reproduced the epicardial and transm
changes in action potential amplitude similar to experimen
observations. In addition, dispersion of action potential durat
nearly doubled with the same model. These results suggest
changes in action potential characteristics may be due not
to length changes along the long axis direction of the myofib
but also due to deformation in the plane transverse to the fi
axis. The model provides a framework for investigating ho
cellular biophysics affect the function of the intact ventricle
© 2001 Biomedical Engineering Society.
@DOI: 10.1114/1.1366670#

Keywords—Action potential morphology, Cardiac mechanic
Mechanosensitive channel, Stretch-dependent curr
Excitation–contraction coupling, Numerical model study.

INTRODUCTION

Little is known about how mechanical deformatio
affects action potential characteristics in the intact v
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tricle. The three-dimensional anatomy of the ventric
and heterogeneity of regional strains are likely to affe
the heterogeneity of electrical activation and repolari
tion. Under conditions of increased mechanical hetero
neity, mechanoelectric feedback may increase disper
of repolarization or the likelihood of unidirectional bloc
and consequent risk of reentrant arrhythmia.42 Previous
investigators have studied either regional strains30 or ac-
tion potential changes15,50 during passive filling of the
left ventricle ~LV !, but the relationships between thre
dimensional regional deformations and action poten
morphology have not been explored.

In the isolated Langendorff-perfused rabbit hea
Franz et al.15 reported that resting potential increases
the epicardium and endocardium under sustained volu
loading of the LV, while the action potential amplitud
decreases. They also observed that the LV can be
chanically paced by transient 50 ms volume pulses
approximately 700mL. In isolated buffer-perfused canin
hearts, Hansenet al.20 measured the probability of elic
iting a stretch-induced arrhythmia as a function of t
magnitude of a 50 ms volume pulse; with a basel
volume of 20 mL the mean volume transient needed
cause a stretch-induced arrhythmia with at least 9
probability was 21.368.5 mL. Zabelet al.50 showed the
action potential amplitude decreased to 72.3%615% of
baseline when the LV was stretched to 175% of t
baseline volume. In another study they reported that d
persion of action potential duration increased with a s
tained increase in LV volume.51 In the anesthetized ca
nine, Lekvenet al.26 showed a transmurally nonuniform
reduction in unipolar potential in response to increases
LV diameter. Infusion of 0.5–2.5 L of warm blood int
the jugular vein resulted in an 11% increase in LV en
diastolic diameter and a corresponding 27% decreas
endocardial potential and a 15% decrease in epicar
potential.

Many investigators have hypothesized that mec
nosensitive channels play a primary role in modifyin
action potential characteristics under LV volum
loading.15,20,50Though most investigations have assum
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415Model of MEF in the Passively Inflated LV
that changes in sarcomere or myofiber length is the g
erning mechanical stimulus, strain in the intact ventri
is nonuniform and deformation occurs in a
dimensions.30 In the unloaded state, three
dimensional residual strains also exist and have b
reported in the rat, rabbit, and canine LV.10,16,29Regional
LV strains exhibit complex three-dimensional alteratio
under ischemic conditions or the presence of
infarct.17,43

One-dimensional models based on the change in
comere length or circumferential strain have been us
for describing the qualitative effects of mechanosensit
channels in the myocardium. Zabelet al.50 modeled cel-
lular changes in action potential morphology observed
the rabbit heart using a stretch-dependent current m
proposed by Sachs,40 and found similarities betwee
their model and observations of action potential chan
at the epicardium of the isolated rabbit LV. Riem
et al.34 examined the influence of the conductance a
reverse potential of a mechanosensitive channel in
models of ventricular action potential. Using a model
the frog ventricular action potential, they found that a
tion potential duration consistently shortens with reve
potentials of220 and250 mV; a guinea pig model als
shows shorter duration action potentials with a250 mV
reverse potential, but the duration lengthens with
220 mV reverse potential. Riceet al.33 simulated the
effect of circumferential lengthening during end systo
in an ischemic region on the LV using magnetic res
nance imaging with cardiac tagging. They found that
minimum stretch-dependent conductance needed to
erate an action potential decreases as the number o
normally stretched cells increases, suggesting that a
small number of cells could generate stretch-induced
tion potentials possibly resulting in a reentrant arrhy
mia.

The objective of this study was to analyze the effe
of regionally heterogeneous diastolic strains on act
potential amplitude. We used a transmural plane from
three-dimensional model of the passively inflated rab
ventricles as the computational domain.45 The corre-
sponding strains were used as the mechanical stimuli
investigate the possible effects of mechanical hetero
neity, two models of the stretch-dependent conducta
were considered. The first model used a fixed, spati
uniform conductance to generate a stretch-dependent
rent of uniform magnitude over the plane. The seco
model used strains from the model of the passively
flated ventricles to generate a transmembrane cur
modulated by the local strains in the deformed myoc
dium. We hypothesized that multiple components
myocardial deformation are the primary mechanic
stimulus. Transmembrane current from the latter mo
varied regionally due to local variations in strain.
-
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METHODS

Anatomic Model

The finite element model of rabbit ventricular geom
etry and myofiber architecture has been describ
previously.44 Briefly, bicubic Hermite surfaces were fit
ted to over 8000 geometric coordinates measured fr
the epicardial and endocardial surfaces of a 9.0 g N
Zealand White rabbit heart. Over 14,000 fiber orientat
measurements were collected from transmural serial
tions of the same heart; a mathematical description of
fiber angle orientation was formulated by fitting bilinea
cubic Hermite basis functions to the measured fib
angles. The resulting 36-element thre
dimensional anatomic model of the ventricles has 5
degrees of freedom~DOF! and a root-mean-squared err
~RMSE! of 60.55 mm ~Fig. 1, left!. The fitted fiber
angle functions have 182 DOF and a RMSE of619°.

In a subsequent study, we used the three-dimensio
anatomic model to simulate the deformation of the rab
ventricles during inflation.45 Our estimates of the nonlin
ear, anisotropic material properties of resting rabbit ve
tricular myocardium resulted in a mechanics model w
fiber and cross-fiber epicardial strains that agreed w
with experimental observations. In this study we u
these model strains at various LV pressures as real
mechanical stimuli for stretch-dependent transmembr
currents.

To generate the computational domain for action p
tential propagation, we extracted two three-dimensio
finite elements from the anterolateral wall and refin
them in the circumferential, longitudinal, and transmu
directions to generate a block (8 circumferent
38 longitudinal38 transmural elements! with a spatial
discretization of approximately 1 mm~Fig. 1, center!. A
transmural plane was then extracted from the block,
sulting in a finite element mesh with 64 elements and
nodes~Fig. 1, right!. Cubic Hermite interpolation of the
planar geometry used two Gauss points in either lo
finite element direction.

Ionic and Stretch-Dependent Current Models

The Beeler–Reuter model of ventricular action pote
tial was used to model ionic transmembrane curren3

Mechanoelectric feedback in the model was incorpora
by defining an additional transmembrane current to r
resent the current flowing through mechanosensit
channels. The magnitude of stretch-dependent cur
was governed by the reverse potential of the channel
a conductance modulated as a linear function of the m
terial strain in the myocardium.33,34 The stretch-
dependent current and conductance had the form

I ms5gms~Vm2Vr !, ~1!
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FIGURE 1. Generation of the propagation domain from the three-dimensional anatomic model. The ventricular model „left … was
used in a previous study to simulate myocardial deformation over a range of LV cavity pressures „see Ref. 45 …. From a region
in the anterolateral wall „center …, a transmural plane was extracted for use as the computational domain in the current study
„right …. Dashed lines indicate boundaries of the transmural plane within the block. Local finite element coordinate directions
indicate the transmural „j1… and longitudinal „j2… directions on the whole heart.
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whereVm is the transmembrane voltage~mV!, I ms is the
stretch-dependent transmembrane current (mA/cm2),
Gms is the saturation conductance of the mechanose
tive channel (mS/cm2), E is the local value of either the
fiber or cross-fiber strain, anda is a dimensionless sen
sitivity parameter governing the magnitude of the m
chanically modulated conductance. The scaling para
eter b was constant throughout the tissue at any giv
mechanical state. We investigated the effects of a s
tially uniform stretch-dependent conductance~i.e., a50
andbÞ0! and a stretch-dependent conductance that
ied according to regional myocardial strain (aÞ0). For
all simulations the reverse potential (Vr) was
220 mV.11,22

Spatially Uniform Stretch-Dependent Conductance.First
we examined action potential amplitude in response t
spatially uniform stretch-dependent conductance, i.e.,
change in action potential due to a constant stret
dependent conductance in the transmural plane. Exp
mental observations of single-channel conductances
densities22,24,38,41 in the cell membrane suggest th
mechanosensitive conductance ranges from 0.21
19 mS/cm2. Our preliminary studies showed that
mechanosensitive conductance of 30 mS/cm2 blocked
propagation of the action potential~as described in the
Results section!; hence, we used 30 mS/cm2 as a limiting
value of the mechanosensitive conductance in our mo
In these simulations, the sensitivity parametera was
-

-

-

-
d

.

zero, the scaling parameterb was unity, and the stretch
dependent conductance (gms) had a constant value of 5
10, 20, 25, 27.5, or 30 mS/cm2, with no influence of the
regionally varying strains. An additional simulation wit
no stretch-dependent current (gms50) served as a base
line for comparison.

Regionally Varying Stretch-Dependent Conductan
Next, we investigated the effect of realistic heterog
neous myocardial strains on action potential amplitu
The stretch-dependent conductance was modulated
either regional fiber strain, cross-fiber strain, or a co
bination of the two. Table 1 shows the parameters u
in each of the three models forgms, where Ef f is the
fiber strain,Ecc is the cross-fiber strain, andĒf f is the
mean fiber strain~referred to the unloaded state! on the
transmural plane. The values of the sensitivity parame

TABLE 1. Different models of mechanosensitive conductance
utilizing either fiber strain „Eff …, cross-fiber strain „Ecc …, or
cross-fiber and mean fiber strain „Ē ff … as the mechanical
stimulus. The conductivity Gms is in mS Õcm2, the strain E and
parameters a and g are dimensionless, with gÄ1.742 65. The
values of the parameter were chosen such that the maximum
value of the stretch-dependent conductance g ms was 30

mSÕcm2 at 15 mm Hg pressure.

Model Gms E a b

gms(Eff) 200 Eff 1.3995 0
gms(Ecc) 200 Ecc 0.5045 0
gms(Eff ,Ecc) 200 Ecc 0.1683 gĒ ff
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417Model of MEF in the Passively Inflated LV
a and scaling parameterg were chosen such that at a LV
cavity pressure of 15 mm Hg the maximum value ofgms

was 30 mS/cm2—the limiting value described above—o
the transmural plane. The fiber or cross-fiber strains u
as the mechanical stimulus for this conductance mo
were the strains resulting from simulations of passive L
inflation.45 The strains on the transmural plane are sho
in Fig. 2; the minimum fiber strain at 5 mm Hg LV
pressure was 0.016. The minimum cross-fiber strain a
mm Hg was 0.015. At 15 mm Hg, note that the fib

FIGURE 2. Maps of fiber and cross-fiber strain on the trans-
mural plane as computed in a previous study of LV defor-
mation under passive loading „see Ref. 45 …. Cross-fiber
strain „right column … shows a distinct transmural gradient
from epicardium to endocardium. Symbols n and s identify
endocardial and epicardial locations where action potential
amplitude ratios were computed. All images show the geom-
etry at the same scale; note that the plane narrows in the
transmural direction with increasing pressure, consistent
with LV wall thinning during diastole.
l

strain was more homogeneous~varying from 0.036 to
0.097! than the cross-fiber strain, which showed a su
stantial transmural gradient from epicardium~0.026! to
endocardium~0.289! at 15 mm Hg.

Two-Dimensional Propagation

The myocardium was approximated as a continuum
which propagation is governed by the two-dimension
cable equation. The coefficients of the conductivity te
sor were estimated in a three-dimensional model.46 The
conductivity in the transmural plane was assumed to
constant and approximated with an isotropic conductiv
tensor with values of the conductivity transverse to t
long axis of the myofiber. Thus, the diagonal comp
nents of the conductivity tensor were 0.565 mS/cm a
the off-diagonal components were zero. The membr
capacitance was 1.0mF/cm2 and 2000 cm21 was used as
the cell surface-to-volume ratio.31

The collocation-Galerkin finite element method w
used to solve the discretized cable equation with no-fl
boundary conditions.37 In all of the simulations, the time-
and voltage-dependent variables of the ionic curr
model were brought to their quiescent state by simulat
the first 400 ms with no applied stimulus. Then, t
ventricular action potential was initiated with a 4 ms
threshold stimulus applied to the nodes along the m
basal edge of the two-dimensional transmural plane.
runs simulated 900 ms. The time history of transme
brane voltage was recorded at 100ms intervals for later
analysis and visualization. The ordinary differenti
equations describing the state variables in the Beel
Reuter model were integrated using an implicit Adam
method with 1024 relative and absolute erro
tolerances.21 The resting transmembrane potential w
defined as the value 5 ms before the stimulus was
plied, and the action potential amplitude was defined
the difference between the maximal voltage during
plateau phase~the ‘‘dome’’ voltage! and the resting
transmembrane potential, similar to experimental pro
cols using monophasic action potential electro
recordings.14 Action potential duration at 90% repolar
ization ~APD90! was calculated as the time elapsed fro
the maximum rate of action potential upstroke to t
point of 90% repolarization from the action potenti
amplitude. Dispersion of action potential duration w
calculated as the absolute value of difference in APD90 at
the locations of maximum and minimum mechanosen
tive conductance on the plane. The ratios of loaded~LV
cavity pressure of 5, 10, or 15 mm Hg! to baseline~no
stretch-dependent current! action potential amplitudes
were computed at points on the endocardium and epi
dium located approximately 4.25 mm from the stimul
region ~identified by the symbolsn and s in Fig. 2!.
All simulations were run on a SGI Octane work statio
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418 F. J. VETTER and A. D. MCCULLOCH
with a 225 MHz MIPS R10000 processor and 1664 M
of main memory. Each simulation solved for 2592 d
grees of freedom and typically required 20 min to co
plete. The program and data required 28.3 and 17.7
of main memory, respectively.

RESULTS

Spatially Uniform Stretch-Dependent Conductance

The resting potential and action potential amplitu
for the baseline and five spatially uniform stretc
dependent conductance simulations are shown in T
2. The baseline (gms50) resting transmembrane pote
tial was 284.6 mV, the maximum amplitude was 16
mV at the peak of the upstroke and 15.5 during t
plateau phase~Fig. 3!; the action potential duration a
90% repolarization~APD90! was 287.3 ms. When th
conductance ranged from 5 to 30 mS/cm2 the maximum
amplitude of both the upstroke and plateau decrea
with a conductance of 25 mS/cm2 the upstroke and pla
teau amplitudes decreased to 65% and 69% of the b
line, respectively. APD90 increased nonlinearly with the

FIGURE 3. Action potentials from the endocardial surface
using a spatially uniform stretch current †i.e., aÄ0, bÄ1 in
Eq. „2…‡. For the plots shown, the stretch-dependent conduc-
tance g ms was 0, 10, 20, 25, 27.5, or 30 mS Õcm2. The plot for
g msÄ5 mSÕcm2 is not shown for clarity. Note that action po-
tential propagation failed when g msÄ30 mSÕcm2.

TABLE 2. Resting membrane potential and action potential
amplitude and duration for a spatially uniform
stretch-dependent conductance. Plots are shown in Fig. 3.
Conductance „g ms… is in mS Õcm2, resting membrane potential
„VRMP… and amplitude in millivolts, and action potential
duration „APD90… in milliseconds. Amplitude for the g msÄ27.5
mSÕcm2 simulation was computed from the maximum
potential of the upstroke. Propagation failed for the g msÄ30

mSÕcm2 simulation.

gms
0 5 10 20 25 27.5 30

VRMP 284.6 282.6 280.4 275.8 273.3 272.0 270.6
Amplitude 100.0 96.1 92.0 81.9 69.3 48.0 ¯

APD90 287.3 288.3 289.7 293.7 300.0 ¯ ¯
;

-

conductance. The action potential failed to propag
when the conductance was 30 mS/cm2. The resting mem-
brane potential (VRMP) decreased linearly with increasin
conductance:

VRMP50.467gms284.9, r 250.9985. ~3!

During repolarization the action potentials generat
from a nonzero stretch conductance crossed over
baseline action potential between 22% and 41% base
repolarization~i.e., between 669 and 693 ms in Fig. 3!.
Crossover time was inversely proportional to condu
tance: the earliest crossover occurred withgms

525 mS/cm2, and the latest withgms55 mS/cm2. The
potential at which the crossover occurred ranged fr
257 to 237 mV. The lowest conductance~5 mS/cm2!
had the most negative crossover potential~257 mV!, and
the crossover potential became less negative with
creasing conductances. The crossover potential was
ways more negative than the reverse potential of
mechanosensitive channel.

Regionally Varying Stretch-Dependent Conductance

Variations of the stretch-dependent conductance
the threegms models are listed in Table 3. All thre
models showed an increase in mean conductance
increasing left ventricular pressure. In none of the sim
lations was propagation blocked. Recall that the ma
mum conductance at 15 mm Hg for the three models w
fixed at 30 mS/cm2. For the range of pressures simulate
the lowest mean and minimum conductances were

TABLE 3. Variations of stretch-dependent conductance
„meanÁSD mSÕcm2

… with LV pressure of the different stretch
conductance models.

LV gms(Eff)

Pressure Min Max Mean6SD

5 mm Hg 3.66 13.96 7.1262.25
10 mm Hg 7.39 24.03 12.8163.42
15 mm Hg 9.63 30.00 16.4664.09

LV gms(Ecc)

Pressure Min Max Mean6SD

5 mm Hg 0.84 12.86 5.9863.38
10 mm Hg 1.33 23.24 10.5866.09
15 mm Hg 1.52 30.00 13.5967.85

LV gms(Eff ,Ecc)

Pressure Min Max Mean6SD

5 mm Hg 9.58 13.59 11.3061.13
10 mm Hg 16.19 23.50 19.2862.03
15 mm Hg 20.51 30.00 24.5362.62
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FIGURE 4. Maps of action potential amplitude at 5, 10, and 15 mm Hg LV pressure. Mechanosensitive conductance model was
g ms„Eff …. Contours are drawn at every 1 mV. Action potential amplitudes at the endocardium „n… and epicardium „s… are listed
in Table 6. Maximum „h… and minimum „L… conductances are listed in Table 3.
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ways produced by thegms(Ecc) model, and the larges
produced by thegms(Ef f ,Ecc) model.

Figures 4–6 show the locations of the maximum~h!
and minimum ~L! conductances. For thegms(Ef f)
model ~Fig. 4! the apical midwall location of the mini
mum conductance was unchanged over the range of
pressures, but the location of the maximum conducta
moved from the basal midwall at 5 mm Hg to the apic
subendocardium at higher pressures. Similarly, the ap
subepicardial location of the minimum conductance
the gms(Ecc) and gms(Ef f ,Ecc) models ~Figs. 5 and 6!
did not change over the pressure range. In both mod
though, the maximum conductance location shift
slightly in the transmural direction toward the endoca
dium at pressures above 5 mm Hg, but maintained
same longitudinal position.
FIGURE 5. Maps of action potential amplitude at 5, 10, and 15 mm Hg LV pressure. Mechanosensitive conductance model was
g ms„Ecc …. Contours are drawn at every 1 mV. Action potential amplitudes at the endocardium „n… and epicardium „s… are listed
in Table 6. Maximum „h… and minimum „L… conductances are listed in Table 3. Not all contours are labeled for clarity.
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FIGURE 6. Maps of action potential amplitude at 5, 10, and 15 mm Hg LV pressure. Mechanosensitive conductance model was
g ms„Eff ,Ecc …. Contours are drawn at every 1 mV. Action potential amplitudes at the endocardium „n… and epicardium „s… are
listed in Table 6. Maximum „h… and minimum „L… conductances are listed in Table 3. Not all contours are labeled for clarity.
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Dispersion of APD90 was computed at the locations o
the maximum ~h! and minimum ~L! conductance
~Table 4!. For thegms(Ef f) model dispersion of APD90

decreased with increasing pressure, ranging from 8.3
at 5 mm Hg to 1.1 ms at 15 mm Hg. Dispersion
APD90 for both thegms(Ecc) and gms(Ef f ,Ecc) models
increased from 5 to 15 mm Hg pressure, from 7.2 to 1
ms with thegms(Ecc) model and from 4.6 to 9.0 ms with
the gms(Ef f ,Ecc) model. The mean action potential am
plitude for the three models of regionally varying stretc
dependent conductance~Table 5! was consistently less
than the baseline~100 mV! but higher than the spatially
uniform model with gms525 mS/cm2 ~69.3 mV!. Over
the entire range of LV pressures the standard devia
of the action potential amplitude was always lowest w
the gms(Ef f) model and largest with thegms(Ecc) model.

At the endocardium, thegms(Ef f) model consistently
produced a larger action potential amplitude than
gms(Ecc) model, which in turn was larger than that of th

TABLE 4. Dispersion of action potential duration at 90%
repolarization „ms … at the locations of maximum „h… and
minimum „L… conductance over the range of LV cavity
pressures for the three models of regionally varying
stretch-dependent conductance. Note that dispersion of
APD90 decreases with increasing pressure using the g ms„Eff…

model, but increases using the other models.

gms(Eff) gms(Ecc) gms(Eff ,Ecc)

5 mm Hg 8.3 7.2 4.6
10 mm Hg 1.2 10.2 5.5
15 mm Hg 1.1 11.1 9.0
s

gms(Ef f ,Ecc) model ~Table 6!. At the epicardial site, the
gms(Ef f ,Ecc) model still produced the lowest action po
tential amplitude, but thegms(Ecc) model produced the
largest.

When the stretch-dependent conductance was mo
lated by the regional strains, the action potential amp
tude also varied spatially~Figs. 4–6!. The action poten-
tial amplitudes at the endocardial and epicardial locatio
~labeledn and s in Figs. 4–6! are shown in Table 6.
Spatial variation of the action potential amplitude fro
the gms(Ef f) and gms(Ecc) models closely followed tha
of the fiber or cross-fiber strain, respectively, wi
smaller action potential amplitudes associated w
higher strains and larger amplitudes associated w
lower strains~Figs. 2, 4, and 5!. For thegms(Ef f) model
the smallest action potential amplitude was located at
midwall, extending longitudinally from the basal boun
ary toward the apex; the largest amplitude was locate

TABLE 5. Action potential amplitude „meanÁSD mV… over the
range of LV cavity pressures for the three models of
regionally varying stretch-dependent conductance. Note that
all the amplitudes are less than 100 mV, the baseline
amplitude with no stretch-dependent conductance „Table 2,
second column …, but greater than 69.3 mV, and the amplitude
with a spatially uniform stretch-dependent conductance of 25

mSÕcm2
„Table 2, sixth column ….

gms(Eff) gms(Ecc) gms(Eff ,Ecc)

5 mm Hg 94.760.9 95.662.4 91.261.0
10 mm Hg 90.061.5 91.764.4 83.462.0
15 mm Hg 86.661.9 88.765.9 73.064.7
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421Model of MEF in the Passively Inflated LV
the subepicardium, also extending from the basal bou
ary toward the apex. Results from thegms(Ecc) model
show a similar inverse relationship between action
tential amplitude and cross-fiber strain. The smallest a
plitude, like the largest cross-fiber strain, was cons
tently located near the apical boundary at t
endocardium; the largest amplitude was at the ap
boundary at the epicardium. A positive gradient in acti
potential amplitude extended transmurally from the e
docardium toward the epicardium. The action poten
amplitudes from thegms(Ef f ,Ecc) model showed char
acteristics similar to the amplitudes from both t
gms(Ef f) and gms(Ecc) models. The largest amplitud
was located at the epicardium, similar to thegms(Ef f)
model, but the spatial variation was oriented more in
transmural direction than longitudinally. Like th
gms(Ecc) model the smallest amplitude is near the api
boundary at the endocardium, and the gradient increa
from endocardium to epicardium, though the gradie
was most distinct at 15 mm Hg. At lower pressures
action potential amplitudes appear more transmura
uniform, with a difference of approximately 2 mV acro
the wall at 5 mm Hg.

DISCUSSION

We have conducted simulations of the effects of
gional transmural fiber and cross-fiber strain on the
tion potential amplitude in a realistically deformed mod
of the rabbit ventricles. The transmembrane voltage w
simulated using the Beeler–Reuter model of ventricu
action potential. To this we added a parallel transme

TABLE 6. Action potential amplitude „mV… at the endocardial
„n… and epicardial „s… locations in Figs. 4–6. The last column
is the ratio of endocardial to epicardial action potential

amplitude at the same LV cavity pressure.

LV gms(Eff)

Pressure Endo Epi Ratio

5 mm Hg 93.8 95.2 0.985
10 mm Hg 88.4 91.6 0.965
15 mm Hg 84.6 88.8 0.953

LV gms(Ecc)

Pressure Endo Epi Ratio

5 mm Hg 91.0 98.5 0.924
10 mm Hg 83.4 97.2 0.858
15 mm Hg 77.5 96.2 0.806

LV gms(Eff ,Ecc)

Pressure Endo Epi Ratio

5 mm Hg 89.4 92.0 0.972
10 mm Hg 79.5 85.2 0.933
15 mm Hg 65.3 76.6 0.852
-

l

s

brane current with a stretch-dependent conductance. T
general models of stretch-dependent conductance w
investigated: the first was a spatially constant cond
tance, the second was a regionally varying conducta
modulated by heterogeneous myocardial strains.

Spatially Uniform Stretch-Dependent Conductance

The linear relationship between the constant stret
dependent current and the rest potential@Eq. ~3!# is not
surprising since the conductance model we used
Ohmic with no time dependence. The time of interse
tion between the stretched potentials and baseline
curred earlier and the potential increased with increas
gms ~Fig. 3!. The increasing potential withgms is to be
expected because, once the transmembrane pote
drops below the reverse potential of the stretch curren
larger value ofgms provides more inward current, slow
ing the rate of repolarization. That the intersection occ
earlier with increasinggms merely emphasizes the rela
tive increase in repolarization rate. Similar to the fin
ings reported by Zabelet al.,50 the potential at which the
action potential under stretch crosses the baseline ac
potential is lower than the reverse potential of t
mechanosensitive channel. However, our results sh
the crossover potential becomes more positive with
creasing stretch-dependent current, whereas no chang
the crossover potential was reported by Zabelet al.50

This is likely due to the different models of action po
tential and mechanosensitive conductance we used
though we would expect the variation in crossover p
tential to correlate with variations in stretch-depende
current. The variation in action potential amplitude pr
vided by the spatially uniform stretch-dependent cond
tance is qualitatively similar to that measured in t
rabbit heart,50 but this model did not predict the trans
mural gradient in potential changes observed by Lekv
et al.26

Regionally Varying Stretch-Dependent Conductance

With the regionally varying stretch-dependent condu
tance model we examined three types of mechan
stimulus that may govern the mechanosensitive cond
tance. The model based on cross-fiber strain (Ecc) stimu-
lus always provided a lower minimum and mean co
ductance than the models based on either fiber st
(Ef f) or the cross-fiber strain and mean-fiber stra
(Ecc ,Ēf f) stimuli. This was not surprising since at th
epicardium the cross-fiber strain was always less than
fiber strain over the range of LV pressures we examin
~Fig. 2!. Conversely, the maximum conductance was
ways provided by the fiber strain stimulus for LV pre
sures of 5 and 10 mm Hg. This was unexpected since
fiber strain is less than the cross-fiber strain~at the en-
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422 F. J. VETTER and A. D. MCCULLOCH
docardium! for the range of LV pressures. This may b
due to the maximum 30 mS/cm2 value of the conduc-
tance established for the three models at 15 mm Hg
the maximum conductance were established differe
~e.g., set to the minimum value where propagat
failed! the maximum conductance would likely be give
by the cross-fiber strain stimulus instead of the fib
strain stimulus.

Using a Langendorff-perfused rabbit heart, Zab
et al.50 applied a sustained 75% increase in LV volum
which reduced the epicardial action potential amplitu
to 72.3%615% of the baseline. Lekvenet al.,26 using
working canine hearts, increased LV end-diastolic dia
eter by 11% and measured reductions in the epicar
and endocardial unipolar potential to 85.3% and 72.
of the baseline, respectively. As shown in Table 6, at
mm Hg the stretch-dependent conductance model ba
on fiber strain,gms(Ef f), reduced the epicardial actio
potential amplitude to 88.8% of the baseline; this is sim
lar in magnitude to the reduction in epicardial potent
reported by Lekvenet al.,26 but the model does not re
produce the transmural gradient, providing a reduction
only 84.6% at the endocardium. The conductance mo
based on cross-fiber strain,gms(Ecc), does reproduce the
transmural gradient: epicardial and endocardial act
potential amplitudes are reduced to 96.2% and 77.5%
the baseline, respectively. This model does not, howe
show sufficient reduction in the action potential amp
tude at the epicardium. Thus, either of the two stret
dependent conductance models based exclusively o
ber strain or cross-fiber strain did not simultaneou
reproduce the magnitude of reduction in the epicard
and endocardial action potential amplitudes observed
perimentally. Only the model based on both fiber a
cross-fiber strains resulted in a large reduction of
epicardial action potential amplitude with an even grea
reduction of the endocardial potential. At the epicardiu
the gms(Ef f ,Ecc) model produced an action potenti
with 76.6% of the baseline amplitude, and a correspo
ing endocardial amplitude that was 65.3% of the ba
line.

Zabel et al.,51 using an isolated rabbit heart, reporte
that increasing left ventricular volume by 1 mL from
neutral volume increased the dispersion of APD70 from
27 to 38 ms on the epicardium. Similar to those me
sured results, the models based on either cross-fi
strain alone or both fiber strain and cross-fiber str
showed an increase in dispersion of APD90 with increas-
ing LV pressure~and volume45!. Dispersion of APD90

increased by 3.9 ms with thegms(Ecc) model; the in-
crease with thegms(Ef f ,Ecc) model was 4.4 ms~Table
4!, or 96%. The discrepancy in the magnitude of t
dispersion of APD may be due to the geometric diffe
ences between the transmural plane in our simulati
and the whole heart used in their experiments. Our sim
l

d

l

f
,

-

-

r

lation represented only a small~8 mm38 mm! transmu-
ral plane, whereas Zabelet al.51 placed several electrode
on the epicardium of both ventricles and one on the ri
ventricular endocardium. Thus, it is likely that the rel
tively large interelectrode distances in the experimen
preparation provided the greater dispersion of APD. T
gms(Ef f) model showed a decrease in dispersion
APD90 from 8.3 to 1.1 ms, a result not observed in t
experiments.

Transmural variation of APD90 has been measured i
unstretched wedges excised from the canine ventricle
arterially perfused LV wedge preparations, Yanet al.48

measured APD90 at various wall depths. They found th
maximal APD90 in the deep subendocardial M cells, a
eraging 260 ms at a basic cycle length of 1000 ms;
shortest APD90 ~207 ms! occurred at the epicardium. Th
transmural dispersion of APD90 averaged 51 ms. At 15
mm Hg, ourgms(Ecc) model provided the largest dispe
sion of APD90 with 11.1 ms, or about 20% of the dis
persion measured by Yanet al. At 5 mm Hg, the
gms(Ef f ,Ecc) model showed only 4.6 ms of dispersio
Thus our model suggests that LV stretch may incre
transmural dispersion of APD90 by 10%–20% via
stretch-dependent currents in response to regionally
erogeneous strains. This increase in transmural dis
sion of APD90 is likely to be an upper limit, though
since our model is only two-dimensional and electrica
isotropic, whereas in the intact ventricle, cells are el
trically coupled in three dimensions and electroton
tends to reduce dispersion of APD90.1,48 Thus, mecha-
nosensitive currents may be less important than the
tribution of different ventricular cell types in determinin
the transmural dispersion of APD90.

Overall, these results suggest that the stret
dependent conductance is not a function of fiber
cross-fiber strain alone, because fiber strain@and, hence,
the conductance obtained from thegms(Ef f) model# is
relatively uniform across the wall and fails to predict
transmural gradient of conductance. Similarly, t
gms(Ecc) model cannot reproduce the magnitude of e
cardial action potential amplitude reduction since cro
fiber strain is relatively small at the epicardium but i
creases almost monotonically to a maximum value at
subendocardium. Only the model incorporating tens
strains in both the fiber and cross-fiber directions rep
duced the magnitude of action potential amplitude red
tion at the corresponding transmural locations.

The gms(Ef f ,Ecc) model relates cellular transmem
brane stretch-dependent conductivities to the multidim
sional deformation of myocardium. We used fiber and
cross-fiber strains as the mechanical stimulus beca
these are the primary non-negative deformations of in
myocardium under passive loading.30 Radial strain was
omitted from the models because it is compress
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423Model of MEF in the Passively Inflated LV
~negative! throughout the LV during passive loading, an
stretch-inactivated channels have not been identified
cardiac cells.49 Similarly, we omitted any influence o
shear strain because no experimental evidence sug
mechanosensitive channels respond to shear deforma
Data to support the influence of specific components
the multidimensional strain tensor do not exist. Our
sults suggest more than a single component of the st
tensor is responsible for the mechanosensitivity of m
cardium, but experimental observations to date have
identified the important strains. Time-dependent char
teristics of mechanosensitive channels such
adaptation19 and slow deactivation22 were also not incor-
porated into our stretch-dependent conductivity mode

A large body of experimental results do, howev
suggest that the mechanical stimulus is much more c
plex than the regionally varying stretch-dependent mo
we have proposed here. It is unclear whether mec
nosensitive channels are activated by tension in the
colemma or stresses in the cytoskeletal proteins~or a
combination of these!.19 Mechanosensitive channel activ
ity has been measured in the absence of a cytoskeleto
membrane patches fromEscherichia coliembedded in
artificial bilayers.4,12 In contrast, results from a series o
patch-clamp experiments by Ruknudinet al.39 suggest
that mechanosensitive channels are in series with s
component of the cytoskeleton. It has recently been s
gested that mechanosensitive channels may not be
cated in the cell membrane, but in the T-tubules or so
other internal membrane.6 A regional variation in mecha
nosensitive channel expression, if it exists, could a
confound the interpretation of tissue- and organ-le
observations of mechanoelectric feedback.

Other experiments suggest the conductivity of
mechanosensitive channel may be affected by curva
of the membrane.7,28 If a cardiac myocyte is assumed
be a circular cylinder that longitudinally lengthens a
radially contracts as the ventricle is filled, the mech
nosensitive channel activity would increase under p
sive loading based solely on the increased curvature
to the decrease in cross-sectional diameter. This scen
is further complicated by the data of Gerdeset al.18

which shows the cross section of human LV myocytes
not circular but elliptical, with the major diameter mo
than twice the minor diameter. Gerdeset al.18 collected
additional data from the rat LV showing that 77% of th
epimyocardial cells were oriented such that the ma
diameter is within 45° of the epicardial tangent plan
Thus, while curvature-sensitive channelsin vivo may
change their conductivity with changes in LV pressu
the amount of change may be dependent on the circ
ferential location of the channel on the cell membra
Clearly, all models to date may be extreme simplific
tions of potentially complex relationships between t
biophysics of mechanosensitive channels, the defor
ts
.

t

-

-
-

n

e
-
-

e
o

-

-

tion of intact myocardium, and their combined effect o
action potential morphology. Nevertheless, we have
lated regional changes in action potential amplitude
realistic heterogeneous strains of intact myocardium i
computationally tractable model.

Our choice of a maximum 30 mS/cm2 for the stretch-
dependent conductance did not block propagation in
of the regionally varying stretch-dependent conducta
simulations. In all the simulations the area of maximu
stretch-dependent conductance (gms530 mS/cm2) was
isolated to a small region~Figs. 4–6!. The surrounding
regions were capable of propagation and, hence, p
vided sufficient source current through the spatial co
pling of the conductivity tensor to exceed the excitati
threshold in the small regions of high conductance. T
conductance is rather large, however, relative to the s
ration conductances in the Beeler–Reuter model3 and the
maximal value (19 mS/cm2) suggested by experimenta
observations.38,41 Action potential propagation wa
blocked at this value under the spatially uniform stretc
dependence conductance model~Fig. 3!, providing a
well-defined limiting value for our subsequent simul
tions.

All of the action potentials generated by the thr
models with regionally varying mechanical stimuli ha
amplitudes less than the baseline amplitude because
stretch-dependent current will tend to move the rest
potential to a more depolarized quiescent state~i.e.,
VRMP will increase! and repolarize the cell during th
plateau phase, decreasing the dome potential. The m
nitude of these effects, however, will vary with the r
verse potential of the mechanosensitive channel: a m
negative reverse potential results in a smaller quiesc
stretch-dependent current and a smaller increase in
ing potential, but a larger decrease in the dom
potential.34

Limitations

Our results must be viewed in light of the limitation
of the models. Action potential morphology is known
vary between epicardial, M, and endocardial cells.1 We
did not model this transmural variation though other
vestigators have done so successfully.9 Fedida and
Giles13 have measured electrophysiological characte
tics in rabbit ventricular cells and found the rest potent
to be 280 mV; we used284.5 mV, the value in the
Beeler–Reuter model.3 The Beeler–Reuter model is als
not specific to the rabbit but is instead derived from t
analysis of mammalian ventricular cells from seve
species. More detailed ventricular action potential mo
els exist; the most popular models improve upon
Beeler–Reuter representation of the sodium and po
sium currents and include the effects of ion pumps,
changers, and intracellular calcium transport.27 These
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424 F. J. VETTER and A. D. MCCULLOCH
mechanisms, though important for an essential desc
tion of cellular electrophysiology and analyses involvi
specific ionic currents, may not be fundamental to
regional analysis of mechanoelectrical coupling we ha
conducted here. We have assumed that mechanoele
feedback in intact myocardium is governed by the ac
ity of mechanosensitive channels, although it is n
known whether these channels or alterations in intra
lular calcium cycling, or the two combined, are the p
mary feedback mechanisms governing the electrical
sponse to stretch.8 It has been observed, however, th
free cytosolic calcium is relatively low during diastol
thus the effect of stretch on the diastolic ventricle
likely dominated by mechanosensitive channel activity42

We considered only constant, sustained strains with
model, but myocardial strains change continuou
throughout the cardiac cycle.47 In the beating heart
mechanosensitive channels may contribute to arrhyth
genesis in patients with congestive heart failure~see
Reiter32 for a review!, but their role in normal cardiac
function is unknown. Bett and Sachs5 propose that the
intracellular calcium level may increase via direct c
cium influx through mechanosensitive channels. Thus
weak cell, stretched by its stronger neighbors, may
cumulate more calcium, enhancing contractile force,
sulting in a more uniform regional contraction.

It has been shown that accurately modeling the spa
variation of cellular electrophysiological events requir
a resolution on the order of 50mm using a finite differ-
ence method.23 A less refined discretization can result
significant errors in the fidelity of the action potenti
model.2 Our propagation model, with a spatial resolutio
on the order of 760mm ~the typical distance betwee
two collocation points within a finite element!, likely
contains some discretization error. Rogerset al.36

showed that a high-order finite element method c
verged comparably to a finite difference method at s
stantially higher spatial discretization for the FitzHugh
Nagumo equations, suggesting that our 760mm
resolution may be equivalent to a more resolved fin
difference grid. This analysis, however, has not yet be
conducted using an ionic model of the action potent
Different action potential profiles between our spatia
coupled model and the original spaced-clamped mo3

are likely the effect of the diffusive term in the cab
equation. The maximum voltage during the upstroke
our baseline action potential~Fig. 3! is only 16.3 mV
compared with 28 mV of the original model.3 The action
potential duration at 90% repolarization is slightly long
than that in the original model~287.3 vs 285 ms!. The
oscillations occurring immediately before and after t
upstroke are likely caused by the cubic Hermite interp
lation functions required by the collocation-Galerkin
nite element method.2,37 These oscillations are localize
to within a few milliseconds of the upstroke, and w
-

ic

-

l

believe they do not affect the results presented here
their presence is of little consequence to the compara
value of our model.

The free parameters in our model likely could ha
been numerically optimized to give results nearly ide
tical to the experimental observations. We feel such
effort is superfluous, however, because we do not p
pose that our model represents the mechanisms res
sible for mechanosensitivity of myocardium. Instead,
propose that deformation of myocardium in multiple d
rections, not merely in a single direction as has be
used in earlier models, is more likely to govern th
mechanosensitive response of the intact ventricle.

The greatest conductivity in myocardium occurs
the direction of the long axis of the myofibers.25 Here we
have modeled the conductivity across the wall as iso
pic, though this is only correct near the midwall regio
where the fibers are oriented in the circumferential
rection, perpendicular to the transmural plane. At t
epicardium and endocardium the conductivity is grea
than what we have assumed because the fibers are
longitudinally oriented in these regions. This could affe
the dispersion of APD through electrotonic influence
For the simulations we have performed, the smaller c
ductivity has the effect of reducing the stimulus curre
provided by the spatial coupling of the conductivity te
sor, which could potentially lead to a subthreshold stim
lus and failed propagation. With the spatially unifor
stretch-dependent conductance model, propagation
blocked whengms530 mS/cm2 ~Fig. 3!. We did not ob-
serve failed propagation when using the regionally va
ing stretch-dependent conductance model, and the ac
potential with the lowest amplitude~approximately 66
mV at 15 mm Hg, Fig. 6! had a morphology similar to
the gms525 mS/cm2 action potential~Fig. 3!, suggesting
all the propagated action potentials using this cond
tance model had adequate stimulus current. The isotro
conductivity tensor does not, however, allow for tran
mural variations in propagation velocity due to the tran
mural rotation of the fiber direction, hence, we did n
investigate this aspect of the model.

The unloaded reference state for the model contai
no residual stress, though residual stress is known
exist in the unloaded heart10,16,29 and to affect resting
sarcomere length.35 The data of Costaet al.10 show that
residual strain is primarily tensile at the epicardium a
compressive at the endocardium. Transformation of th
data to a fiber-based coordinate system yields fiber st
of 0.038 at the epicardium, decreasing to zero at appr
mately 40% wall depth; cross-fiber strain is 0.052 at t
epicardium, decreasing to zero at 20% depth. While i
not known if residual strain gives rise to stretc
dependent currents in the intact myocardium, pres
models of stretch-dependent conductance~including
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425Model of MEF in the Passively Inflated LV
those proposed here! would predict that the residua
strain should increase the transmembrane rest pote
of epicardial cells in the intact, unloaded ventricle.33,34,40

The same cells should exhibit a reduced~more negative!
rest potential in the stress-free state.

CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted simulations of the effects of
alistic myocardial strains on the action potential amp
tude using different models of mechanosensitive cond
tance. Conductance models based on fiber strain
cross-fiber strain alone provided results similar to tho
observed experimentally, but failed to yield either t
transmural gradient in action potential amplitude red
tion or a sufficient magnitude of reduction at the epic
dium. Only a model based on both fiber and cross-fi
strains simulated both effects. The same model ne
doubled the dispersion of action potential duration. Th
results suggest that the activity of mechanosensi
channels in the intact myocardium may be more comp
than previously thought, with the channels responding
deformation other than lengthening along the long a
of the myocyte.
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NOMENCLATURE
a, g mechanosensitive conductance parameters
b mechanosensitive conductance scaling param
Ei j Lagrangian Green’s strain tensor components
Gms mechanosensitive channel saturation conduct
gms(•) stretch-dependent current conductance
I ms stretch-dependent current
Vm cellular transmembrane voltage
Vr mechanosensitive channel reverse potential
VRMP resting membrane potential
j i isoparametric finite element coordinate
l

r
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